Directions for completing CBL/IHIS requirements

Introduction

To access and complete CBL/IHIS trainings, you need to log into Buckeyelearn. The URL is https://buckeyelearn.osu.edu and you use OSU credentials (name.# and password).

CBL/IHIS trainings are available to search once your med center affiliation is established. If you're newly admitted to the Nursing program, please wait for directions from your instructors in regards to completing CBL/IHIS trainings.

For support or questions, please reach out to concompliance@osu.edu
List of CBLs for Nursing students:
• HIPAA and Institutional Data Compliance FY24
• Safety and Emergency Preparedness FY24
• Infection Prevention Starts With You FY24 (previously titled Partnership to Prevention)
• Patient Safety FY24
• Your Role in Workplace Safety and Security FY24
• Cultural Competency for Staff AND Providers FY24
• Appropriate Use of Restraints and Alternatives
• POC Nova StatStrip Glucometer CY23

Please complete these trainings with the exact matching titles.
We are tracking and retrieving your completion daily directly from Buckeyelearn and synchronize the completion dates into Beacon (https://nursing.osu.edu/students/student-resources/beacon)

Important: Some of the modules listed below have different versions depending upon the role that a person has within the medical center. Students should always select the clinical version.

If you have questions, please contact us at concompliance@osu.edu
Special instruction for “Appropriate Use of Restraints and Alternatives”
When you previously completed this training, you need to request the training in order for BuckeyeLearn to update the completion date accordingly. Failure to do so will not update the completion date of the training properly.

I completed a training last year, but when I try to do it again, it does not update the completion date. How do I fix this?

In order to update the completion date properly, please choose 'Request' from the training options. Please see the screenshot below for reference:
IHIS

You can complete this requirement by completing a single curriculum, the title is “NEW IHIS NURSE: Nursing Student and Instructor”

This curriculum contains the following modules:
- Foundations
- Inpatient Daily Workflows
- Inpatient Advanced Workflows
- Inpatient Special Workflows

NEW IHIS Nurse: Nursing Student and Instructor

In this curriculum, you will complete four (4) sub-curricula:
- IHIS Nursing Student and Instructor - Foundations
- IHIS Nursing Student and Instructor - Inpatient Daily Workflows
- IHIS Nursing Student and Instructor - Inpatient Advanced Workflows
- IHIS Nursing Student and Instructor - Inpatient Special Workflows